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Abstract

This document specifies the tracing process in IPv6 VPN tunneling

networks for diagnostic purposes. An IPv6 Tracing Option is

specified to collect and carry the required key information in an

effective manner to correctly construct ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 Time

Exceeded messages at the corresponding nodes, i.e. CE and P nodes,

respectively.
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1. Introduction

ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol) RFC 4443 [RFC4443] is

used by IPv6 nodes to report errors encountered in processing

packets and to perform other internet-layer functions, such as

diagnostics (ICMPv6 "ping"). RFC 4443 [RFC4443] describes the format

of a set of control messages used in ICMPv6, including the Time

Exceeded Message. Every ICMPv6 message is preceded by an IPv6 header

and zero or more IPv6 extension headers. The ICMPv6 header is

identified by a Next Header value of 58 in the immediately preceding

header.

If a router receives a packet with a Hop Limit of zero, or if a

router decrements a packet's Hop Limit to zero, it MUST discard the

packet and originate an ICMPv6 Time Exceeded message with Code 0 to

the source of the packet.

In the case of VPN, as shown in Figure 1, where CE1 and CE2 are

IPv4, an IPv6 tunnel exists between PE1 and PE2, and all the nodes

belong to a single network operator. For diagnostic purposes, CE1

sends out an IPv4 packet with its TTL set to a value. The IPv4

packet is encapsulated within the IPv6 tunnel at PE1. The TTL of the

IPv4 packet will be copied, based on which a new value will be set

as the Hop Limit in the outer IPv6 tunnel header. The new Hop Limit

value depends on the mode configured on PE1, i.e., Uniform mode or

Pipe mode RFC 3443 [RFC3443]. If it is the Uniform mode, the Hop

Limit will be the TTL value in the received packet minus one. When

an intermediate router P decrements the Hop Limit in the outer
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tunnel header to zero, an ICMPv6 Time Exceeded Message needs to be

sent back to the source, which should be the CE1 via PE1.

The Pipe mode can be used to detect the routing loop. If it is the

Pipe mode configured on PE1, the Hop Limit will be set to be the

maximum value (e.g., 64). In this case, when an intermediate router

P decrements the Hop Limit in the outer tunnel header to zero, it

means that the routing loop has happened, and this packet needs to

be dropped.

In order to construct a correct ICMPv4 Time Exceeded Message at PE1

and send it to CE1, a couple of key information is required:

1) The IPv4 address of the access interface at the P node, which

will be taken as the source address of the ICMPv4 Time Exceeded

Message.

2) The VPN information, which is used to identify the VPN, either

using the VPN ID or the Access Interface ID at the PE1.

However, currently this information is missing and there is still no

appropriate way to collect and carry it to the right nodes.

This document specifies the tracing process in IPv6 VPN tunneling

networks. An IPv6 Tracing Option is specified to collect and carry

the required key information in an effective manner to correctly

construct ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 Time Exceeded messages at the

corresponding nodes, i.e. CE and P nodes, respectively.

2. Requirements Language

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",

"SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and

"OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in

BCP 14 RFC 2119 [RFC2119] RFC 8174 [RFC8174] when, and only when,

they appear in all capitals, as shown here.

3. Terminologies

TTL: Time To Live

¶

¶

         IPv4   |<========== IPv6 Tunnel =========>|   IPv4

     (CE1)-----(PE1)-------------(P)------------(PE2)-----(CE2)

             <--|              <--|

             ICMPv4            ICMPv6

        Figure 1. The tracing in IPv6 VPN tunneling networks
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ICMP: Internet Control Message Protocol

4. IPv6 Tracing Option

The tracing option has the following format.

¶

¶

                  Option    Option    Option

                  Type    Data Len   Data

               +--------+--------+--------+--------+

               |BBCTTTTT|00000110|Version |Flag|V|U|

               +--------+--------+--------+--------+

               |            Identifier             |

               +--------+--------+--------+--------+

     Option Type (see Section 4.2 of [RFC8200]):

     BB      00  Skip over this option and continue processing.

     C       0   Option data can not change en route to the packet's

                     final destination.

     TTTTT   TBD Option Type to be assigned from IANA.

     Length   6  8-bit unsigned integer indicates the length of the

                 option Data field of this option, in octets.

                 The value of Opt Data Len of the IPv6 Tracing option

                 SHOULD be set to 6.

     Version  n  8 bits. It indicates the version of this mechanism.

     Flag     n  8 bits, where:

     U        n  1 bit. U-Flag. If set by the ingress PE it indicates

                 that the Uniform mode is configured on the ingress PE.

                 Otherwise, the ingress PE is on the pipe mode.

     V        n  1 bit. V-Flag. If set by the ingress PE it indicates

                     that the carried following Identifier is a VPNID.

                 Otherwise, it is the Access Interface ID.

  Identifier  n  4 octets. It is used to identify the VPN, either using

                 the VPN ID or the Access Interface ID, as indicated

                 by the V flag.
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5. Tracing Process in different modes of the ingress PE

The diagnostic IPv4 packet sent by CE is encapsulated within the

IPv6 tunnel at the ingress PE. The TTL of the IPv4 packet is copied,

based on which a new value is set as the Hop Limit in the outer IPv6

tunnel header.

The ingress PE can be configured in two modes, that is, Uniform mode

and Pipe mode. The new Hop Limit value depends on the mode

configured on PE1. If it is the Uniform mode, the Hop Limit will be

the TTL value in the received packet minus one. If it is the Pipe

mode, the Hop Limit will be set to be the maximum value (e.g., 255).

More details are described below.

5.1. Tracing Process in Uniform mode

When the ingress PE is configured in Uniform Mode, the inner and

outer TTLs of the packets are synchronized at tunnel ingress (PE1)

and egress (PE2).

Figure 2 shows the tracing process in the Uniform Mode. When an IP

packet (shown as (1) in the figure and with TTL = n) reaches the

ingress PE (PE1), it is encapsulated by the ingress PE into a newly

created IPv6 header and an extension header (Hop-by-Hop Options

Header or Destination Options Header RFC 8200 [RFC8200]) carrying

the IPv6 Tracing Option defined in this document. The Hop Limit is

set to be n - 1, shown as (2) in the figure.

When the Hop Limit becomes zero, the P node will check whether the

IPv6 Tracing Option is carried. If carried, the information in the

IPv6 Tracing Option will trigger the following actions.

If the U-flag is set, it means that the ingress PE is in the Uniform

Mode, so an ICMPv6 packet (shown as (3) in the figure) will be sent

back to the PE1. The SA of the packet is the IPv6 address of the P

node, while the DA is the IPv6 address of the PE1. The ICMPv6 Error

Message carries the IPv4 address of the input port interface of the

packet entering the P node, which will be taken as the source

address of the ICMPv4 message to be sent by the ingress PE towards

CE1.

When the packet (3) is received by PE1, the PE1 will construct an

ICMPv4 packet (4) and send it to CE1. At the PE1, the information in

the carried IPv6 Tracing Option will be read and the VPN using which

to continue to forwarding the packet to the corresponding CE will be

identified using the V-Flag and the value of the Identifier in the

IPv6 Tracing Option.
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            |<============ Tunnel ===========>|

                 +---(n-2)-------(n-i)---+

                /      (outer header)     \

             (n-1)                      (n-i-1)

              /                             \

   >--(n)--Encap.................(n-1)......Decap--(n-i-2)-->

 (CE1)     (PE1)                  (P)       (PE2)         (CE2)

   (1)->          (2)->         <-(3)

+------+       +-------+       +-------+

|  SA  |\      |SA PE1 |\      | SA P  |

+------+ \     +-------+ \     +-------+

|  DA  |  \    |DA Out |  \    | DA PE1|

+------+   \   +-------+   \   +-------+

|TTL=n |    \  |HL=n-1 |    \  | HL=64 |

+------+     \ +-------+     \ +-------+

|  PL  |      \|Option |      \|ICMPv6 | => P's input inf IPv4 addr

+------+       +-------+       +-------+

        \      |   SA  |       |SA PE1 |

         \     +-------+       +-------+

          \    |   DA  |       |DA Out |

           \   +-------+       +-------+

            \  |TTL=n-1|       |HL=n-i |

             \ +-------+       +-------+

              \|   PL  |       |Option |

               +-------+       +-------+

                        \      |   SA  |

                         \     +-------+

                          \    |   DA  |

                           \   +-------+

                            \  |TTL=n-1|

                             \ +-------+

                              \|   PL  |

      <-(4)                    +-------+

    +--------+

    |SA P Inf|

    +--------+

    | DA CE1 |          SA - Source Address (Inner)

    +--------+          DA - Destination Address (Inner)

    | ICMPv4 |          PL - Payload

    +--------+          HL - Hop Limit

    |   SA   |          Out - Outer

    +--------+

    |   DA   |

    +--------+

    |TTL=n-1 |

    +--------+



    |   PL   |

    +--------+

        Figure 2. The tracing process in the Uniform Mode
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5.2. Tracing Process in Pipe mode

When the ingress PE is configured in Pipe Mode, the inner and outer

TTLs of the packets will not be synchronized at tunnel ingress (PE1)

and egress (PE2). The tunnel will be taken as one hop by the inner

packet, as shown in Figure 3.

The Hop Limit will be set to be the maximum value (e.g., 64) at the

ingress PE. Since it is set to the maximum value, in normal case,

the Hop Limit will not become zero at any P node. So the only reason

when the Hop Limit becomes zero is that a routing loop is detected.

In this case, the packet needs to be dropped.

If the U-flag is not set, it means that the ingress PE is in the

Pipe Mode, and the packet (i.e. (2) as shown in Figure 2) will be

dropped when the Hop Limit becomes zero either at the P node (no

ICMPv6 packet (i.e. (3) as shown in Figure 2) ) or the PE1 node when

the P node does not have the dropping capability.

6. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to allocate one new option type from "Destination

Options and Hop-by-Hop Options" registry.
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            |<============ Tunnel ===========>|

                 +---(Max-1)---(Max-i)---+

                /      (outer header)     \

             (Max)                     (Max-i-1)

              /                             \

   >--(n)--Encap...........(n-1)...........Decap--(n-2)-->

 (CE1)     (PE1)             (P)           (PE2)        (CE2)

       Figure 3. The tracing process in the Pipe Mode
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           +=======+=====================+===========+

           | Value | Name                | Reference |

           +=======+=====================+===========+

           | TBD1  | IPv6 Tracing Option | This ID   |

           +-------+---------------------+-----------+
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